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ABSTRACT
This work presents a cross-layer design of an adaptive manycore ar-
chitecture to address the computational needs of emerging big data
applications within the technological constraints of power and reli-
ability. From the circuits end, we present links with reconfigurable
repeaters that allow single-cycle traversals across multiple hops,
creating fast single-cycle paths on demand. At themicroarchitecture
end, we present a router with bi-directional links, unified virtual
channel (VC) structure, and the ability to perform self-monitoring
and self-configuration around faults. We present our vision for
self-aware manycore architectures and argue that machine learning
techniques are very appropriate to efficiently control various config-
urable on-chip resources in order to realize this vision. We provide
concrete learning algorithms for core and NoC reconfiguration; and
dynamic power management to improve the performance, energy-
efficiency, and reliability over static designs to meet the demands
of big data computing. We also discuss future challenges to push
the state-of-the-art on fully adaptive manycore architectures.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computer systems organization → Interconnection archi-
tectures; Fault-tolerant network topologies; • Hardware → Power
and energy; • Computing methodologies→Machine learning;
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Adaptive manycore architectures, Big data computing, Interconnect
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1 INTRODUCTION
Computing systems design is at an inflection point today. Emerging
big data applications such as machine learning, graph processing,
image processing, databases, etc. are oftenmassivelymulti-threaded
with extremely high computation demands. This has led to the
emergence of many-core architectures with hundreds to thousands
of cores [1, 4, 7, 9]. On the technology end, however, chips today
are highly power-constrained (due to the end of Dennard voltage
scaling) and face reliability and process variation challenges (due
to sub-nm technology nodes).

To address the performance, energy-efficiency, and reliability
needs of big data computing systems, we envision self-aware many-
core architectures that automatically adapt their behavior to accom-
modate the dynamic needs of applications/users, performance and
energy constraints, and resource availability. This adaptivity can
span all theway from the application (e.g., taskmapping/scheduling)
to the core (e.g., DVFS/power-gating) to the interconnect fabric (e.g.,
DVFS/routing). We argue that machine learning techniques can
be leveraged to reason about and manage the on-chip resources to
achieve the desired performance, energy, and reliability trade-offs.

To achieve this vision, we need (a) a highly adaptive and config-
urable microarchitecture substrate that exposes control knobs to
system software, and (b) machine learning algorithms that enable
the system software to learn how to vary these control knobs to
achieve system-level goals. Together, this can enable manycore
systems to adapt to conditions seen during run-time (e.g., applica-
tion characteristics, process-variations, aging components), while
accommodating dynamic user constraints.

This paper brings together three bodies of work spanning cir-
cuits, microarchitecture, and machine learning algorithms to realize
the vision of adaptive manycore architectures:

• First, in Section 2, we present the microarchitecture of a
highly configurable router called RAIN that provides fine-
grained control of its resources (VC buffers and links) for
efficiency, while providing protection against faults with
mechanisms for self-monitoring and self-configuring to cre-
ate deadlock-free routes around unreliable components of
the chip.

• Second, in Section 3, we present novel link circuits called
SMART that provide fine-grained control of link repeaters, to
enable the creation of single-cycle long-range on-chip links
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on demand. This helps reduce latency. Running SMART links
at lower frequencies also helps reduce energy.

• Finally, in Section 4, we present our vision for self-aware
manycore architectures and argue that machine learning
techniques are very appropriate to efficiently control various
configurable on-chip resources to realize this vision. We
provide concrete algorithms for NoC reconfiguration and
dynamic power management to improve the performance
and energy-efficiency over static designs.

We demonstrate the benefits of these adaptive schemes over base-
line static schemes, making a case for adaptive self-aware manycore
architectures. We also discuss exciting open research problems in
this space in Section 5.

2 CONFIGURABLE ROUTER MICRO
ARCHITECTURE FOR ADAPTIVE
ROUTING

Adaptive manycore systems require on-chip networks that can
dynamically reconfigure themselves to application traffic needs,
e.g., high-bandwidth and user-specified constraints, e.g., hard real-
time. Furthermore, these NoCs should make every effort to avoid
compute resource from becoming disconnected, or deadlocks, due
to defective routers and faulty links.

To this end, we propose RAIN (Resilient Adaptive Intelligent
Network-on-Chip). RAIN makes conventional NoC routers highly
configurable and resilient by augmenting conventional wormhole
routers with four additional features: (1) bidirectional physical links,
(2) a common pool of virtual channels (VCs), (3) a routing cost ta-
ble that keeps track of latencies associated with previous routing
decisions, and (4) an intelligence unit which contains a monitoring
module (Mo) and a reconfiguration module (Re). Figure 1 shows
the RAIN router architecture. RAIN is able to accommodate user-
specified constraints and coordination across traffic paths. We also
develop algorithms for fault resiliency at the on-chip network level
through self-monitoring and self-configuration.
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Figure 1: Resilient Adaptive Intelligent Network-on-Chip
Micro-Architecture

2.1 RAIN Architecture Design Approach
Bidirectional physical links for efficient high-performance
In [16], Cho et al. introduced a bandwidth-adaptive network where
the link bisection bandwidth can adapt to changing network condi-
tions using local state information. The general design approach

for bandwidth-adaptive networks is to merge unidirectional links
between network node pairs into a set of bidirectional links. Each
new bidirectional link can be configured to deliver packets in either
direction. The links can be driven from any one of the nodes con-
nected to it. There are local arbitration logic and tristate buffers to
ensure that two nodes do not simultaneously drive the same wire.
Figure 2 illustrates how the egress buffers’ occupancy rate can be
used to locally arbitrate the link bandwidths. First, there is sensing,
followed by a reconfiguration step.
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pressure pressure

3 1
Bandwidth	Arbiter

pressure pressure
3 1

Figure 2: Local bandwidth arbitration using egress buffer
pressures

The main problem with local decision making in a bidirectional
link router system is the susceptibility to head-of-line-blocking ef-
fects. Figure 3 depicts a 2D-mesh network case using XY dimen-
sional order routing on four flows (A, B, C, and D). Based on the
pressure between nodes (1, 0) and (1, 1), a local decision is made
to allocate three links from (1, 0) to (1, 1). Yet, due to the sharing
of the bandwidth resources among flows A, C and D between (1,
2) and (1, 3), only one third of the allocated bandwidth between (1,
0) and (1, 1) can reach DestinationA. This local greedy approach
can lead to the throttling or starvation of other flows, in this case
flow B.
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Figure 3: Illustration of head-of-line effect due to local deci-
sion making.

The RAIN architecture counters the head-of-line-blocking effects
by allowing the coordination of direction changes and the collective
arbitration of multiple links. Figure 4 illustrates the coordinated
scheme. The regional information is used to biased the local deci-
sion to enable complementary effects of the distributed bandwidth
adaptation. It is worth noting that this part of the approach does
not require a separate network. The inter-arbiter communication
logic consists of an additional three bits and can be bundled with
the credit wires of the original bidirectional link architecture. The
RAIN design uses two networks for resiliency.
Unified Virtual Channel Structure
Instead of having a set of virtual channels strictly associated to
a given port as seen in the conventional router, the RAIN router
has a pool of virtual channels that can be shared among the ports.
It follows the unified virtual channel structure approach of the
ViChaR [5] router architecture.With this approach, virtual channels
are not statically partitioned and fixed to input ports, rather they are
communal resources dynamically managed by the reconfiguration
module. This approach prevents a faulty buffer from impacting
any particular port or rendering a port unusable. Furthermore,
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Figure 4: Autonomous globally state aware polymorphism

the unified VC design lends itself extremely well to the use of
the bidirectional links in the architecture. It allows for the link
direction switching to be coupled with buffer space reallocation.
With more available VCs to select from, link direction switching is
more efficient.
Self-monitoring and Self-reconfiguration
The RAIN router monitors its: (1) routing costs of packets, (2) buffer
allocation and utilization, and (3) link and buffer operating states.
First, there is a learning phase where the router collects network
state information, then learns and forecasts communication pat-
terns. Second, there is a monitoring phase to validate the informa-
tion learned in the first phase. In the final phase, routing tables
are updated. The collection of network state information uses an
augmented credit message format. Besides the conventional credit
information (CR), free buffer spaces (FB), header flit arrival time
(AT), route computation latency (RC), virtual channel allocation
latency (VA), and switch allocation latency (SA) information on
downstream routers are sent back [15]. Figure 5 shows the infor-
mation pieces added to the credit message. Instead of sharing the
network link bandwidth with program data, a secondary bufferless
network is created to route the augmented credit messages [29].
This credit network sends two types of messages: one contains the
credit information when the header and the body flits are passing
through the router and the second has the routing state informa-
tion when the tail flit passes through the router. Tables shown in
Figure 5 are stored in the Routing Cost Table. The secondary non-
interfering bufferless network adds extra resiliency to the router. It
guarantees that the network is monitored and state information are
collected when in the presence of main network failures. A router
can identify a faulty buffer, link, or router by examining FB, AT, RC,
VA, and SA collected data against expected values.
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Figure 5: Augmented credit message.
The reconfiguration is done in three places: the routing cost table,

physical link direction, and virtual channel association to physical
links. To ensure a deadlock-free network reconfiguration, a topol-
ogy checker algorithm is run in the intelligence unit (cf., Figure 1
(4)) to determine if a change in link direction or node availability
will affect a cut-element. a cut-element is an element whose removal
breaks network connectivity and an element may be a vertex or an

edge. The intelligence unit builds a network connectivity map and
marks all cut-elements using a fully distributed depth-first search
algorithm [18, 19]. This approach assumes that the on-chip network
has been initially converted to a channel dependency graph [13]
even with link direction changes.

2.2 Experimental Results
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Figure 6: Transpose benchmark saturation results.
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Figure 7: Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) saturation results.

To test the efficiency of our router design, flows from both syn-
thetic benchmarks and real applications (e.g, Shuffle and SAR Image
formation) are used. Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) is a radar tech-
nique for emulating the effects of a large-aperture physical radar,
whose construction is not feasible, with a smaller aperture (an-
tenna) radar. The 2-D FFT image formation algorithm in SAR is
computationally very demanding and generally classified as a high-
performance computing application. The application was profiled
and the inter-module communication was simulated. Injection rate
is correlated to image size. The network is an 8 × 8 2D-Mesh. The
router has a pool of 32 virtual channels and 4 slots per virtual chan-
nel. The Heracles [14] RTL simulator is used for all the experiments.
Heracles’ injector cores are used to create network traffic. Figures
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6 and 7 show the Transpose and the SAR benchmarks latency re-
sults, respectively. For the conventional router (Conv), the unified
virtual channel design (Pool), and the unified virtual channel plus
bidirectional physical links with local decision making (Local), the
Adaptive Dimensional Order Routing (AD-DOR) is used for routing.
For the globally-aware design, the neural network based predictive
routing [15] is used (ML).

3 CONFIGURABLE LINKS CIRCUITS FOR
ADAPTIVE CONNECTIONS

The fundamental equation for the latency of a packet in a NoC is
as follows [17]

TP = H · (tr + tw ) +Ts +
H∑
h=1

tc (h) (1)

It has a fixed component for router (tr ) + link (tw ) delay, which
gets multiplied by the number of hops H ; a constant serialization
delay Ts for multi-flit packets equal to the number of flits minus
one, i.e., (⌈L/b⌉ − 1), where L is the packet length and b is the link
bandwidth; and a variable delay depending on contention at every
hop (tc (h)).

A decade of research in NoCs [3, 10, 23] coupled with technology
scaling, has enabled microarchitectures with single-cycle routers
(i.e., tr=1) and single-cycle links connecting adjacent routers (i.e.,
tw=1). This is the state-of-the-art today. However, network latency
still goes up linearly with H . As core counts increase, H inevitably
increases (linearly with k in a k × k mesh). As we add hundreds to
thousands of cores on a chip [1, 4, 7, 9] for the big-data era, high hop
counts will lead to horrendous on-chip network traversal latency
and energy creating a stumbling block to core count scaling.

We propose to design NoCs with adaptive link circuits, that can
reconfigure to create single-cycle connections between any two
cores. In this section, we first present an analysis of multi-mm link
circuits to demonstrate why this is feasible from a circuit point of
view. Next, we present the micro-architecture of our configurable
interconnect fabric called SMART [25] that enables single-cycle
traversals across multiple-hops. We then present a flow control
scheme to setup SMART paths dynamically. Finally, we demonstrate
how SMART can be leveraged to perform efficient on-chip power
management.
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3.1 Single-Cycle Multi-mm On-Chip Links
On-chip wires are laid out as multi-bit buses between a driver
(single/multi-stage inverter) and a receiver (clocked latch/flip-flop).

Wire delay depends on the effective resistance (R) times capacitance
(C) values. Both R and C go up linearly with the wire’s length. The
C includes capacitance to ground, and capacitance between wires
(i.e., coupling capacitance).

We did a design-space exploration on wire-delay using a com-
mercial 45nm technology node and commercial CAD tools to see
how fast on-chip wires are. We observed that wires can enable 13
mm signaling at a GHz by adding repeaters (inverters or buffers) at
regular intervals and increasing wire spacing to (to reduce coupling
capacitance), as shown in Figure 8. This length can be increased
further if custom repeaters were to be designed [6] or circuit tech-
niques like crossover and shielding used to lower crosstalk [30].
Moreover, though wires are not becoming any faster, since on-chip
clock frequencies have plateaued, and chip sizes remain fairly con-
stant due to yields, we can conclude that wires are fast enough
to provide single-cycle communication between any two cores in
today’s and future technologies.

Router 0 Router 1 Router 2 Router 3

Router 0 Router 1 Router 2 Router 3
(a) Cycle 1: Control Path

(b) Cycle 2: Data path (No Contention) 
(Single-cycle Multi-hop Traversal) 

bufferbypassbypass

Router 0 Router 1 Router 2 Router 3
(c) Cycle 2: Data path (With Contention) 

bufferbypassbuffer

Figure 9: SMART Control Path and Datapath.

3.2 Datapath: Reconfigurable Repeaters
Though on-chip wires are fast enough for single-cycle communica-
tion, laying out dedicated all-to-all wires on-chip is infeasible due
to area and power constraints. Instead, many-core architectures use
a NoC with short-distance links, each controlled by a router. We
propose to create single-cycle long-distance wires by connecting
multiple short-distance links with reconfigurable repeaters. Each
repeater either operates in a buffer mode, latching the incoming
signal like a conventional clocked receiver, or in a bypass mode, for-
warding it to the next repeater without latching like a conventional
repeater. Thus we can send signals multiple-mm on-chip by setting
intermediate repeaters to act in bypass modes, and the destination
to act in a buffer mode. The micro-architecture of our proposed
single-cycle multi-hop datapath is shown in Figure 9(b). We call
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this SMART (Single-cycle Multi-hop Asynchronous Repeated Tra-
versal) [6, 25]. The reconfigurable repeaters are embedded within
each router.

3.3 Control Path: Single-cycle Reconfiguration
SMART paths can be setup in myriad ways. If the application’s
communication pattern is completely known in advance, SMART
paths can be circuit-switched and created by configuring the re-
peaters right before running the application [6]. If the application’s
communication pattern is dynamic, SMART paths can be setup over
additional control wires, which are shown in Figure 9(a). In the
first cycle, the winner of the switch at Router R0 requests a SMART
path of length 3 over its control wires. If there is no contention, it
gets the full-path, and can perform a 3-hop traversal in the next
cycle, as shown in Figure 9(b) for the blue flit. In case of contention,
however, each router prioritizes its own local flits over bypassing
flits, and sets the repeater to buffer mode, and sends its own flit out
instead. This is shown in Figure 9(c) where the blue flit has to stop,
and the pink flit uses the link between Routers 1 and 2 in Cycle 2.
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SMART paths are thus opportunistic. This is because the under-
lying datapath does not have all-to-all connections. Thus flits may
get partial bypass paths in case of contention. However, most mod-
ern applications do not have heavy traffic over the NoC, as most
memory requests get filtered by L1 caches. Figure 10 thus shows
that SMART provides 49-52% latency reduction on average with
PARSEC applications over a shared distributed L2 design (which is
highly sensitive to NoC latency).

In summary, SMART optimizes network latency as follows:

TP = ⌈(H/HPC)⌉ · (tr + tw ) +Ts +
H∑
h=1

tc (h) (2)

where HPC stands for number of Hops Per Cycle, and depends on
contention. We reduce the effective number of hops to ⌈(H/HPC)⌉.
The maximum value of HPC, is known as HPCmax and depends
on the wire delay, tile size, and clock frequency.

3.4 SMART with DVFS
As discussed above, the maximum distance (in hops) that SMART
can achieve is HPCmax . SMART can provide an additional runtime
knob for reducing energy without any loss of performance - reduce
the clock frequency. In conventional DVFS, this helps lower energy,
but at the cost of increased latency. In SMART, however, a lower
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Figure 11: SMART NoC with DVFS - Adaptive HPCmax .

clock frequency can help increase HPCmax which can reduce la-
tency in cycles, countering the overall increase in clock period [28].
Figure 11(a)-(c) illustrates this idea. There would be an optimal
frequency that can provide an overall reduction in EDP. We sweep
the design-space with different values of link frequency and plot
the overall NoC delay vs. energy in Figure 11(d). The number next
to each configuration represents the frequency multiplier. Tradi-
tional DVFS (MESH-F2) lowers energy but increases delay. Uniform
frequency scaling associated with router voltage scaling (SMART-
R2L2 and SMART-R4L4) improves energy, however increases delay.
Running the router (R) at a high-frequency, and links (L) at a lower
frequency (SMART-R1L2 and SMARTR1L4), enable 14% reduction
in latency and 52% reduction in energy. We can leverage application
level behavior, as we discuss later in Section 4, to enhance the DVFS
policy further.

4 MACHINE LEARNING FOR ADAPTIVE
CONTROL

In this section, we first describe our vision for self-aware manycore
architectures and associated challenges. Subsequently, we provide
some candidate machine learning solutions to realize this vision
and a concrete instantiation for dynamic power management to
illustrate the main ideas.

4.1 Self-Aware Manycore Architectures Vision
In today’s manycore systems, the behavior of the system relies on
many control knobs that control different aspects of the processor.
Through careful manipulation of these knobs, we can dynamically
adapt different components of the manycore system depending
on the situation at hand. We envision that manycore computing
systems should automatically adapt their behavior to accommo-
date the dynamic needs of applications/users, performance and
energy constraints, and resource availability. To achieve this goal,
we need online learning algorithms that enable the system to learn
how to vary these control knobs so that the system can adapt to
conditions seen during run-time (e.g., application characteristics,
process-variations, and aging) while accommodating dynamic user
constraints.
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Core Adaptation
We can dynamically adapt the voltage and frequency associated
with each core using learned power management policies to opti-
mize the energy consumption subject to performance constraints.
Similarly, we can reconfigure the cores/accelerators depending on
the workload to improve the performance.
Interconnect Adaptation
We can dynamically adapt the voltage and frequency of network el-
ements to optimize the energy consumption subject to performance
constraints. Similarly, we can reconfigure the interconnection net-
work on-the-fly to improve the performance and energy-efficiency
of the system.
Application Adaptation
Task mapping and task scheduling will directly impact the per-
formance and energy consumption of the system. Therefore, it is
important to learn policies that can score different types of cores
and accelerators based on their suitability for a given task. Addi-
tionally, task scheduling policies should optimally consider and use
all available resources.

4.2 Candidate Machine Learning Solutions
Core and NoC Reconfiguration
The space of physically feasible core and NoC reconfiguration de-
signs is combinatorial in nature. Our goal is to find the design that
minimizes a given cost function O . Machine-learning techniques
can enable the problem-solver (a computational search procedure)
to make intelligent search decisions to achieve computational ef-
ficiency for finding (near-) optimal solutions over non-learning
based algorithms [8]. The STAGE algorithm [2] is very appropriate
to solve this problem. STAGE learns an evaluation function based
on the data of already explored designs, which is used to guide the
search towards high-quality designs. The main advantage of STAGE
over popular algorithms such as simulated annealing (SA) and Inte-
ger Linear Programming is that it tries to learn the structure of the
solution space, and uses this information in a clever way to improve
both convergence time and the quality of the solution. As the sys-
tem size increases, this aspect of STAGE is very advantageous to (1)
improve the design-validate cycle before mass manufacturing; and
(2) dynamically adapt the designs for new application workloads.
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In a recent work, we undertook a comparative performance anal-
ysis between STAGE, SA, and genetic algorithm (GA) to design

a TSV-enabled 3D NoC architecture [22]. Fig. 12 shows the com-
munication cost of the optimized network from the STAGE, SA,
and GA algorithms as a function of time. We can see that STAGE
uncovers high-quality designs very fast (within 5 minutes). On the
other hand, SA and GA reach Obest more gradually compared to
STAGE, and even after 50 minutes, their respective Obest does not
reach the same solution as STAGE. We conjecture that with the
increase in the design space due to large system sizes and emerging
technologies (e.g., Monolithic 3D integration), STAGE will be even
more efficient than SA and GA.
Adaptive Control
Reinforcement Learning (RL) and Imitation Learning (IL) are two
popular machine learning approaches for learning control policies
[27]. IL is considered to be an exponentially better framework than
RL for learning sequential decision-making policies, but assumes
the availability of a good Oracle (or expert) policy to drive the
learning process. At a very high-level, the difference between IL
and RL is the same as the difference between supervised learning
and exploratory learning. In the supervised setting, the learner is
provided with the best action for a given state. In the exploratory
setting, the learner only receives weak supervision in the form of
immediate costs and needs to explore different actions at each state,
observe the corresponding costs, and learn from past experiences
to figure out the best action for a given state. From a complexity
perspective, when it is possible to learn a good approximation of
the expert, the amount of data and time required to learn an expert
policy is polynomial (quadratic or less) in the time horizon (i.e.,
number of decision steps). However, near-optimal RL is intractable
for large state spaces. For large system sizes where the state space
grows exponentially with the number of cores, RL methods may
not scale well.

To efficiently create control policies offline for different appli-
cation workloads, IL is a better choice if we can construct a good
oracle policy. We provide a concrete IL methodology for dynamic
power management and show its effectiveness [21]. RL formula-
tions can be employed for online learning, but we advocate the use
of more recent algorithms that take a policy search view instead of
Q-learning [27].

4.3 Dynamic Power Management: A Case Study
Problem Description
The design of high-performance manycore chips is dominated by
power and thermal constraints. Voltage-Frequency Islands (VFI) has
emerged as an efficient and scalable power management strategy
[26]. In such designs, effective VFI clustering techniques allow cores
and network elements (routers and links) that behave similarly to
share the same Voltage/Frequency (V/F) values without significant
performance penalties. Naturally, with time-varying workloads, we
can dynamically fine-tune the V/F levels of VFIs to further reduce
the energy dissipation with minimal performance degradation. For
applications with highly varying workloads, machine learning (ML)
methods are suitable to fine-tune the V/F levels within VFIs.
Optimization Objective
Consider a manycore system with n cores. Without loss of general-
ity, let us assume that there exist k VFIs. The dynamic VFI (DVFI)
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control policy π , at each control epoch t (where N is the total num-
ber of epochs), takes the current system state st and generates the
V/F allocation for all k VFIs:

π : st → {V1/F1,V2/F2, · · · ,Vk/Fk } (3)

Given a VFI-enabled manycore architecture, an application, and a
maximum allowable performance penalty, our objective is to create
a DVFI control policy π∗ that minimizes the energy dissipation
within the user-specified maximum allowable performance penalty.
Imitation Learning Methodology
For our DVFI control problem, the expert corresponds to an Oracle
controller that provides the supervision on how to make good
control decisions for V/F tuning. There are three main challenges in
applying the IL framework to learn DVFI control policies: 1) Oracle
construction, 2) fast and accurate decision-making, and 3) learning
robust control policies. We discuss and provide the corresponding
solutions below.

a) Oracle Construction. In traditional IL, expert demonstrations
are used as the Oracle policy in the IL process. Unfortunately, we
don’t have any training data for the DVFI control problem. For
DVFI-enabled systems, we define the Oracle policy as the controller
that selects the V/F level for each VFI that minimizes the overall
power consumption within some performance constraint. Since the
learning process is offline, we access the future system states and
perform a look-ahead search to find the best joint V/F allocation
for all VFIs. This is accomplished by running the application with
different V/F assignments to optimize the global performance (i.e.,
EDP of the system). To overcome the computational challenge and
closely approximate optimality, our key insight is to perform local
optimization followed by aggregation for global optimization. First,
we compute the optimal V/F (which minimizes EDP) for each VFI, at
each control epoch, form different execution time penalties (e.g., 0%,
5%, and 10% form=3). This gives usm different V/F assignments for
each control epoch. Second, for every n control epochs, we compute
the best V/F decisions by performing an exhaustive search over all
possible combinations of local optima from the first step (mn ). Note
that it is easy to find a smallm that works well in practice, but both
the quality and computation time of the Oracle depends on n.
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Figure 13: Illustration of DVFI decision-making as a struc-
tured prediction task

b) Fast and Accurate Decision-Making.We formulate the problem
of DVFI control decision-making as a structured output prediction
task [11, 12]. This is the task of mapping from an input structured
object (a graph with features on the nodes and edges) to an output
structured object (a graph with labels on the nodes and edges).
Figure 13 illustrates the structured prediction task corresponding
to the DVFI control decision-making. The structured input graph

contains a node for each VFI and edges corresponding to inter-
VFI traffic density. The structured output graph captures the V/F
allocation (node labels) for each VFI and the structural dependencies
between different input and output variables.

The main challenge in DVFI control is to choose the best V/F
from the large space of all possible V/F assignments (Lk , where k
is the number of VFIs and L is the number of V/F levels for each
VFI). This is especially challenging in our DVFI control problem:
we are trying to predict the joint V/F allocation for all VFIs to save
energy, but it is useless if the computation for making the prediction
consumes more energy than the energy saved. Therefore, we want
a fast and accurate predictor whose energy overhead is miniscule
when compared to the overall energy savings due to DVFI control.

To address the above-mentioned challenge, we learn pseudo-
independent structured controllers to achieve efficiency without los-
ing accuracy. Specifically, we learn k controllers, one controller for
each VFI. These controllers are pseudo-independent in the sense
that each controller predicts the V/F allocation for only a single
VFI but has the context of previous predictions from all controllers
and the structural dependency information of the other VFIs when
making predictions. Intuitively, the different controllers are trying
to help each other by supplying additional contextual information.

. . .
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Aggregate
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Learning
Algorithm

Learned
Controller

( )

If ( ) ≠ ( )
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Figure 14: Illustration of Learning with DAgger

c) Learning Robust Control Policies. Our goal is to learn a con-
troller that closely follows the Oracle in terms of V/F allocation.
Unlike standard supervised learning problems that assume IID
(Independent and Identically Distributed) input examples, our con-
troller learning problem is Non-IID because the next state depends
on the decision of the controller at the previous state. Therefore,
controllers learned via exact imitation can be prone to error propa-
gation: errors in the previous state may result in a next state that is
very different from the distribution of states the learner has seen
during the training, and contributes to more errors. To address the
error-propagation problem associated with exact imitation training,
we can employ an advanced imitation learning approach called
DAgger [24]. The key idea behind DAgger is to generate additional
training data so that the learner is able to learn how to recover from
mistakes (see Figure 14).
Experimental Results
In a recent work, we showed the effectiveness of the above IL
methodology when compared to the prior approaches for power
management [21]. Fig. 15 shows the computational overhead for
learning each DVFI policy and the full-system energy dissipation
for IL, RL, and a feedback-based (FB) DVFI control policy [20].
Here, each RL and FB marker represents the results of a benchmark
normalized with respect to IL. The IL policy is able to outperform
every benchmark while requiring significantly less computational
overhead than RL. Since there is no learning involved in FB, the
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Figure 15: Comparison of several DVFI policies (IL, RL, and a
feedback-based controller (FB)) in computational overhead
to learn the policy and full-system energy dissipation.

computation time is negligible. The performance gap between IL
methodology relative to other approaches will growwith the system
size and complexity of decision-making.

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
CHALLENGES

In this work, with the focus on the on-chip network, we present an il-
lustrative design methodology for adaptive manycore architectures
to address the computational needs of emerging big data applica-
tions and the technological constraints of power and reliability. It is
a cross-layer design approach that spans circuits, microarchitecture,
and machine learning algorithms for intelligent and autonomous
runtime adaptation.

Although the research community has made progress in ex-
ploring self-aware adaptive architectures, many important research
questions remain open. Ultimately, the design of adaptive manycore
architectures requires a hardware-software co-design approach for
maximum benefits. In the future, adaptivity should not only expand
to all components of the manycore architecture, but also operate
in a holistic manner to achieve the global objectives of the system.
This will involve not only highly adaptable components across the
entire system (much like the ones presented in this paper), but also a
detailed understanding of how each control decision or joint control
decisions (e.g., DVFI, communication routing, task management,
resource allocation) affects any of the system-level objectives (e.g.,
power, energy, latency, execution-time, and reliability constraints).

Some important research gaps include (1) dynamic allocation and
reconfiguration of computing resources depending on the needs
of program (e.g., the amount of parallelism in the program); (2)
automatic hardware-level approximation to meet both program
and system goals (e.g., execution time budget, power constraints,
and resiliency) without the programming complexity of current
manycore systems; (3) methodologies to enable programmers to
succinctly specify the execution context along with the computa-
tional/algorithmic components of programs; and (4) innovations
in control and learning techniques to handle this large complex
state-action space under dynamically changing constraints with
negligible computational overhead.
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